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The California Independent System Operator Corporation (CAISO)
submits its answer to the comments filed by the Western Area Power
Administration (WAPA) and Tri-State Generation and Transmission Association,
Inc. (Tri-State) in the above-referenced proceeding.1 This proceeding concerns
the EIM Implementation Agreement (Agreement) between the CAISO and the
Public Service Company of Colorado (PSCo). PSCo supports acceptance of the
Agreement, and neither WAPA nor Tri-State oppose acceptance of the
Agreement or raise any immediate concern the Commission needs to consider
here. Accordingly, the Commission should accept the Agreement as filed.
Nonetheless, the CAISO answers the questions raised by WAPA and Tri-State
that are beyond the scope of this narrowly focused proceeding.
I.

WAPA
WAPA is uncertain if the western energy imbalance market (EIM) will

dispatch resources that must wheel through WAPA’s balancing authority area to
reach the PSCo balancing authority area, and which, if any, additional
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Practice and Procedure, 18 C.F.R. § 385.213.

agreements PSCo and/or CAISO will modify or file with the Commission to
effectuate this.2 WAPA states that if PSCo or other load serving entities in the
PSCo balancing authority area intend to wheel EIM resources through WAPA’s
balancing authority area, such transactions must comply with WAPA’s existing
contracts, tariffs, and/or operating practices, or WAPA must agree to any
modifications.3 WAPA also seeks clarification on implementation details that
require transmission and wheeling through WAPA’s balancing authority area or
that may affect WAPA’s existing agreements and reliability.4
As WAPA acknowledges, the sole purpose of the Agreement is to facilitate
the recovery of the CAISO implementation costs for PSCo’s planned participation
in the EIM. Identifying the many implementation details associated with PSCo’s
participation in the EIM will occur during the initial phases of the project. These
details will include modeling of resources and EIM transfers, which are relevant
to WAPA’s specific questions. The CAISO’s implementation process includes
built-in opportunities for engagement with third party transmission providers like
WAPA, and the CAISO tariff includes relevant readiness criteria to establish
acceptable modeling associated with third party transmission service providers
and path operators.5 In addition, the EIM includes scheduling and tagging
requirements that facilitate transfers consistent with OATT transmission services
across a multi-balancing authority area footprint in a manner that is compatible
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with the bilateral marketplace.6 All of these procedures and requirements
provide a framework for the CAISO to engage with WAPA and address its
concerns prior to implementing the EIM in PSCo’s balancing authority area.
The CAISO assures WAPA and the Commission that it will, as it has in the
past,7 follow the foregoing EIM procedures and requirements so that integration
of the PSCo balancing authority area into the EIM occurs in a manner compatible
with WAPA’s existing contracts, tariffs, and/or operating practices. If WAPA
identifies the need to modify its existing contracts, tariffs, and/or operating
practices to support integrating the PSCo balancing authority area into the EIM,
the CAISO will work with PSCo and WAPA to develop such modifications as may
be required. In any event, such modifications or any further agreements
associated with the PSCo implementation into the EIM are beyond the scope of
this proceeding. Accordingly, the Commission should accept the Agreement as
filed without modification or condition.
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II.

Tri-State
Tri-State is concerned the Agreement may be read to benefit certain non-

EIM entity load-serving entities within the PSCo balancing authority area, i.e., the
parties to the Joint Dispatch Agreement (JDA), over others.8 Tri-State is a load
serving entity in the PSCo balancing authority area, but Tri-State is not a party to
the JDA.9 Tri-State seeks clarification that the CAISO intends to make the
scheduling and settlement relationships reflected in the Agreement available to
other load-serving entities operating within the PSCo balancing authority area,
not just the JDA parties.10
The Agreement documents the commitment of the CAISO and PSCo to
work toward developing a participation framework that accommodates PSCo’s
unique circumstances. Specifically, it will be necessary to facilitate the transition
of all four JDA parties from the JDA to the EIM as part of the PSCo
implementation process. This is precisely why the Agreement only establishes
principles specific to the JDA parties’ participation in the EIM and does not
address non-JDA party load serving entities in the PSCo balancing authority
area. Regardless, the CAISO anticipates undertaking a stakeholder initiative
starting early in 2021 to develop the scheduling and settlement rules and
establish this new relationship prior to integrating the PSCo balancing authority
area into the EIM in the spring of 2022. The CAISO is interested in making the
options anticipated for the JDA parties available to any load serving entity within
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an EIM entity balancing authority area. However, such matters are properly
addressed through the anticipated stakeholder process, not this proceeding. The
CAISO is not proposing any changes to the existing CAISO tariff provisions, nor
is the CAISO proposing any exceptions to the existing CAISO tariff at this time.11
In evaluating prior EIM implementation agreements, the Commission has
repeatedly rejected attempts by commenters to raise concerns regarding the
substantive framework that would subsequently be developed to facilitate an
entity’s participation in the EIM as premature as beyond the scope of the
proceeding.12 The Agreement presented in this docket follows the same model
as prior EIM implementation agreements the Commission has approved; nothing
in the Agreement prejudges or predetermines any outcome of any future
submission associated with PSCo’s participation in the EIM. Accordingly,
consistent with its prior orders, the Commission should forgo consideration in this
docket of issues that do not bear on the justness and reasonableness of the
Agreement and accept the Agreement as filed without modification or condition.
In any event, the CAISO looks forward to working with Tri-State and other
interested stakeholders through the expected process noted above to consider a
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new and separate EIM entity balancing authority area load serving entity
scheduling and settlement relationship with the CAISO.
III.

Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, the CAISO requests that the Commission

accept the Agreement as filed, without modification or condition.
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